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"Instantly likeable  especially if you like dancing and this originally jazzderivative but now
pop/rock driven style. The film has a sense of fun through the usual conventions of the
genre which refreshes the palate, and plenty of energy. The resolution is never in doubt, but
it's lotsa fun getting there."  Urban Cinefile
"So you think you can watch a movie about dance? Good, because this is a pleasing,
modernday romance with dance, the spectacular kind you see on those reality TV shows." 
SF Chronicle

"I was most impressed by Tom Malloy's naturalistic turn as
Dushku's detective partner" - FEAR ZOE
"Unsettling!" - LA Times
"Rob Schmidt's tag as the "next big thing" is still warranted!
3 and 3/4 stars!" - Fangoria
"Justifies a part 2!" - LA Weekly
"Pic boasts memorable moments... Eliza Dushku commands the
screen!" - Variety

THE ALPHABET KILLER is an effective horror film masquerading as a
police thriller, based on a series of unsolved serial killer murders that
occurred in Rochester, New York, between 1970 and 1973. The film is
currently receiving a limited theatrical release from Anchor Bay before
going to DVD. Director Rob Schmidt and star Eliza Dushku previously
collaborated on the backwoods cannibal film WRONG TURN. They've
set their sites considerably higher here, and have succeeded for the most part.
Best known for her roles in TV's BUFFY THE VAMPIRE
SLAYER and TRU CALLING (and Joss Whedon's upcoming
DOLLHOUSE), Dushku delivers a powerful and vulnerable
performance that might have catapulted her to the "A" list in
a bigger, more mainstream production; it's easy to see why
she served as the associate producer to help get this made,
and her fans will not be disappointed. Cary Elwes and Tom
Noonan are convincing as WNY detectives, and the bit
players bring a lot of small city authenticity to their roles.
Bill Moseley is allowed to show a different aspect of his talent in an extended cameo as a somewhat
sympathetic suspect. Only Michael Ironside, as a hard assed police official, is an example of stereotyping.
Aside from the film's star, I was most impressed by Tom Malloy's naturalistic turn as Dushku's detective
partner. Watching him onscreen, I kept thinking, "Who is this guy and where did he come from?" It turns out
he wrote and produced the film, which makes him a genuine triple threat talent. His scenes with Dushku
especially a heartbreaking one with Melissa Leo and Martin Donovan as the grieving parents of one of the
murdered girlsare indicative of the superior material squeezed into this B thriller. THE ALPHABET KILLER
kept me in suspense and wowed me with its craftsmanship.

"Malloy comes across nicely, giving the
best performance in the film." -

CI EFA TASTIQUE

"The bright spot was Tom Malloy's
portrayal ofautistic brother Frankie
Callan." - REAL MOVIE EWS
"Spine tingling moments!" -

TOTAL SCI-FI

"The plot thickens further when he
retarded brother (portrayed by Malloy)
is murdered by the doppelganger in the
film's scariest scene. " - E-SPLATTER

"It's raw and real, extremely well written, and marked by
exceptional performances." - Buzz Magazine.
"Marked by gripping moments, a bracing staccato
cinematic rhythm, a sharp sense of humor, and realistic
performances." - Stephen Holden, The Y Times.
"Savagely comic nihilism coupled with genuine sentiment
and a no-holds-barred style is sure to command attention...
surely, GRAVESEND can only enhance the careers of its
talented actors." - Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times.
"Convincing, effective, quality cast... a nice balance between cinema verite and pitch-black
comedy. A lot livelier and mouthier than most low-budget sagas."
- Abbie Bernstein, Drama-Logue.
"A mini Mean Streets ... helped by an extremely capable cast. Sal Stabile can be hailed as a baby
Scorsese or a teen Tarantino." - Michael Rechtchaffen, Hollywood Reporter.
"GRAVESEND is a real, authentic, wonderful first film. Watching it, you feel like you're
dropping in as a witness on some very authentic-feeling dialogue." - Oliver Stone, quoting for
the ew Yorker
"GRAVESEND is the flavor of the month movie of the year... a flavor with an aftertaste to
savor.” - Bob Strauss, DAILY EWS
"An amazingly assured, mature piece of filmmaking... it makes sense that Oliver Stone has lent
his name to put GRAVESEND on the map." - F.X. Feeney, LA WEEKLY

